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The Arctic. The red circles give approximate locations for the two scenarios. The white region 
shows the maximum sea ice extent in 2013, while the grey region shows the minimum sea ice 





























Participants!felt!that!this!was!highly!optimistic,!since!the!Arctic!has!few!ports!and!limited!search!and!rescue!facilities.!There!was!confidence!in!the!ability!of!the!Norwegian!authorities!to!respond.!It!was!noted!that!Svalbard!emergency!services!are!to!run!a!full8scale!rescue!exercise!this!winter.!There!was!less!certainty!about!the!ship’s!crew:!would!they!be!trained!in!Arctic!environments?!Although!the!IMO’s!Polar!Code!should!in!the!future!take!care!of!this!aspect,!many!crews!at!the!moment!come!from!warm!climates.!The!passenger!demographic!is!likely!to!skew!old,!and!the!passengers!and!crew!may!not!all!share!common!languages.!As!well!as!taking!a!view!of!the!whole,!we!must!consider!that!each!individual!on!board!will!need!personal!help.!Survivability!is!highly!dependent!on!the!precise!details!of!the!sinking.!Also,!the!recovery!brings!its!own!risks,!particularly!as!coastguard!ships!and!other!well8meaning!vessels!enter!an!area!which!is!known!to!be!dangerous.!!1.3! Norway!has!an!excellent!and!ever8improving!rescue!helicopter!network.!However,!accidents!are!likely!to!occur!when!the!weather!is!poor,!and!so!helicopters!may!be!unable!to!help!significantly!in!the!rescue.!With!the!retreating!ice!edge,!ships!are!moving!further!away!from!land!(looking!for!polar!bears)!and!hence!the!range!of!each!helicopter!journey!might!be!large.!Further,!Svalbard!is!well!placed!for!such!rescues,!but!tourist!boats!may!try!to!traverse!the!Northern!Sea!Route,!for!example,!with!increasing!regularity.!Accidents!are!therefore!increasingly!likely!to!occur!away!from!locations!where!rescue!infrastructure!is!in!place!and!organized.!!1.4! The!proposed!scenario!is,!however,!most!likely!to!happen!near!popular!tourist!destinations!(that’s!where!the!ships!are).!An!accident!will!damage!the!local!tourism!industry!(there!was!uncertainty!about!the!extent!to!which!the!MV&Explorer!sinking!was!responsible!for!the!recent!strong!downturn!in!Antarctic!tourism.)!In!places!like!Svalbard,!where!tourism!is!a!large!part!of!the!economy,!this!is!likely!to!be!the!most!significant!local!effect.!!!1.5! Media!management!is!different!in!the!Arctic,!since!it!will!be!difficult!or!impossible!to!get!journalists!and!photographers!to!the!scene.!


































3.0 Broader Arctic trends, risks and 
opportunities 



























All images by Dr Ben Lishman 
Cover:  sea ice off eastern Svalbard, April 2014 
p4:  the RV Lance in sea ice, April 2014 
p7:  sunset, Svea, Svalbard, February 2014 
p9: Solfestuka, the festival to celebrate the arrival of sunshine in Longyearbyen, March 
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p10: In Longyearbyen dog pound, February 2014 
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